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ABSTRACT
We present a quintuple star system that contains two eclipsing binaries. The unusual architecture includes
two stellar images separated by 11′′ on the sky: EPIC 212651213 and EPIC 212651234. The more easterly
image (212651213) actually hosts both eclipsing binaries which are resolved within that image at 0.09′′, while
the westerly image (212651234) appears to be single in adaptive optics (AO), speckle imaging, and radial
velocity (RV) studies. The ‘A’ binary is circular with a 5.1-day period, while the ‘B’ binary is eccentric with
a 13.1-day period. The γ velocities of the A and B binaries are different by ∼10 km s−1. That, coupled with
their resolved projected separation of 0.09′′, indicates that the orbital period and separation of the ‘C’ binary
(consisting of A orbiting B) are ' 65 years and ' 25 AU, respectively, under the simplifying assumption of
a circular orbit. Motion within the C orbit should be discernible via future RV, AO, and speckle imaging
studies within a couple of years. The C system (i.e., 212651213) has a radial velocity and proper motion that
differ from that of 212651234 by only ∼1.4 km s−1 and ∼3 mas yr−1. This set of similar space velocities in 3
dimensions strongly implies that these two objects are also physically bound, making this at least a quintuple
star system.
Subject headings: stars: binaries (including multiple): close—stars: binaries: eclipsing—stars: binaries:
general—stars: binaries: spectroscopic—stars: binaries: visual
1. INTRODUCTION
The Kepler mission, with its exquisite photometric preci-
sion (Borucki et al. 2010; Batalha et al. 2011) has revolution-
ized the study of stars in general, and binary stars, in partic-
ular. There were some 3000 binaries discovered in the Ke-
pler main field (Slawson et al. 2011; Matijevicˇ et al. 2012;
Kirk et al. 2016), and there is a growing collection of binaries
that have been found to date in the 2-wheel extension of the
Kepler mission, called ‘K2’ (Howell et al. 2014; LaCourse
et al. 2015). Among this impressive collection of mostly
eclipsing binaries, some 220 triple stars have been discov-
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ered (Rappaport et al. 2013; Conroy et al. 2014; Borkovits
et al. 2015; Borkovits et al. 2016), mostly through eclipse
timing variations, but some via 3rd-body eclipses. In ad-
dition to the large sample of triple-star systems, a number
of higher-order multiple star systems have also been discov-
ered using Kepler data plus follow-up ground-based obser-
vations (quadruple 4247791: Lehmann et al. 2012; quadru-
ple 7177553: Lehmann et al. 2016; and quintuple KIC
4150611/HD 181469: Shibahashi & Kurtz 2012, and refer-
ences therein; Prsa et al. 2016). Other quintuple systems, not
found with Kepler, include: 1SWASP J093010.78+533859.5
(Lohr et al. 2015); the young B-star quintuple HD 27638
(Torres 2006); HD 155448 (Schütz et al. 2011); 14 Auri-
gae (Barstow et al. 2001); σ2 Coronae Borealis (Raghavan
et al. 2009); GG Tau (Di Folco et al. 2014), HIP 28790/28764
and HIP 64478 (Tokovinin 2016), and V994 Her (Zasche &
Uhlarˇ 2013). Aside from being intrinsically fascinating sys-
tems, we can learn the most about the formation and evolu-
tion of multiple star systems if the constituent stars are close
enough to interact dynamically on timescales of less than a
few years.
In this work we report the first quintuple star system found
in the K2 fields, and one of a relatively few that contain two
eclipsing and spectroscopic binaries. This work is organized
as follows. In Sect. 2 we present the K2 Field 6 data in which
the two eclipsing binaries, ‘A’ and ‘B’, were discovered to be
in the same stellar image. Our optical radial velocity stud-
ies are discussed in Sect. 3, and Keplerian orbits are fit to the
RV data in Sect. 4. We evaluate the full set of parameters
for the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries in Sect. 5 using a Monte Carlo
evaluation process. The spectra are analyzed in Sect. 6 to
further confirm our parameter determinations for binaries ‘A’
and ‘B’. We consider the tidal status of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’ in
Sect. 7. In an effort to further probe the structure of the sys-
tem we obtained adaptive-optics and speckle-interferometric
images of the system; these are presented in Sect. 8. The
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photometric distance to the target is derived in Sect. 9. We
discuss in Sect. 10 the constraints that can be set on ‘binary
C’ which is composed of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’ that are gravita-
tionally bound to each other. Binary ‘D’ comprised of binary
‘C’ in orbit about the apparently single star EPIC 212651234,
is discussed in Sect. 11. We investigate the single star EPIC
212651234 in Sect. 12. Finally, we summarize our results in
Sect. 13.
2. K2 OBSERVATIONS
As part of our ongoing search for eclipsing binaries, we
downloaded all available K2 Extracted Lightcurves common
to Campaign Field 6 from the MAST14. The flux data from all
28,000 targets were high-pass filtered with a cut-on frequency
of 1 day. The data files were then Fourier transformed to facil-
itate a search for objects with periodic signatures. The folded
lightcurves of targets with significant peaks in their FFTs were
then examined by eye to look for unusual objects with peri-
odic features. Unfolded and normalized light curves for tar-
gets lacking significant peaks in their FFTs were also exam-
ined by eye to look for aperiodic or quasi-periodic signatures.
One object that stood out was EPIC 212651213 (hereafter
‘E1213’) which exhibited eclipses with a 5-day period, but
where the folded light curve also showed the presence of
eclipses that did not fit this period. The raw light curve is
shown in Fig. 1 and the two nearly equal eclipses of the 5-day
orbital period are readily apparent. However, there is also an-
other set of unequally spaced, more shallow eclipses whose
locations are marked in the figure with short vertical red lines
to guide the eye. These correspond to a different eclipsing
eccentric binary with a 13-day period.
We also noticed that the target EPIC 212651234 (hereafter
‘E1234’) exhibited the same two sets of eclipses, but with re-
duced amplitudes. The SDSS image of the sky in the vicinity
of these two targets (see Fig. 2) shows two comparably bright
stellar images that are separated by ∼11′′. The properties of
these two stars are summarized in Table 1. Investigation of the
Target Pixel Files for E1213 and E1234 with Guest Observer
software PyKE15 (Still & Barclay 2012)16 confirmed that the
location of the photometric aperture for each of these two
targets slightly overlaps the other star. By narrowing these
apertures and performing a series of independent extractions
on each target we were able to tentatively conclude that the
source of both eclipsing binary signals is, in fact, E1213. (We
have subsequently confirmed this with narrow-slit and fiber-
fed spectroscopic observations – see Sect. 3.)
We present the folded lightcurves for each of the eclipsing
binaries in Fig. 3. We used the Ames K2 PDC data, which
have been corrected for the dilution by the other star. In each
case, we subtracted the folded light curve of the other eclips-
ing binary in such a way as to effectively ‘clean’ the data of
the modulations due to the other binary. To accomplish this,
the folded data used for the subtraction was produced while
eliminating the phases around the other binary’s eclipses.
The eclipse timing analysis, for determining orbital peri-
ods, phase zero of the eclipses, and relative eclipse separa-
tions, was carried out as described in Borkovits et al. (2015)
14 http://archive.stsci.edu/k2/data_search/search.
php
15 http://keplerscience.arc.nasa.gov/software.
html#pyke
16 http://adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2012ascl.
soft08004S
and Borkovits et al. (2016). This includes allowance for local
trends in the out-of-eclipse regions near the eclipses.
The 5.077-day binary (top panel of Fig. 3), hereafter des-
ignated as ‘Binary A’, has two nearly equal depth eclipses
that are separated by very close to half an orbital cycle. The
fitted fractional separation between eclipses differs by only
325± 187 ppm from half an orbital cycle, and we can then
utilize the approximate expression (good to 2nd order in ec-
centricity e):
e cosωA ' pi2
[
1
2
−
∆t(II,I)
Porb
]
(1)
to say that ecosωA . 0.0008, which is indicative of a rather
circular orbit unless the longitude of periastron, ω, for the
binary is within ∼1/2◦ of 90◦ or 270◦. In this expression
∆t(II,I)/Porb is the fractional time difference between the two
closely spaced eclipses. We can also utilize information from
the relative widths of the two eclipses, w1 and w2, to find a
measure of e sinω. For small e and arbitrary ω:
e sinω ' (1−w2/w1)
(1+w2/w1)
(2)
From the K2 photometry, we determine that w2/w1 = 0.996±
0.014. Therefore, eA sinωA = 0.002± 0.02. Thus, based on
the limits obtained from Eqns. (1) and (2) we can constrain
the orbital eccentricity of the “A” binary to be
eA . 0.02
Finally, we note the out-of-eclipse modulation with a ∼1%
amplitude that is in phase with the binary orbit, but is not due
to ellipsoidal light variations (which would have minima at
the eclipses), and we ascribe this modulation to star-spots on
one or both stars of the “A” binary. Figure 3 also shows that
the apparently irregular variations seen in the out-of-eclipse
regions in Fig. 1 could be well modeled in this way.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 3 the 13.1947-day eccentric bi-
nary is more clearly revealed. For this set of eclipses we find
the closely spaced pair to be separated by 0.4019 (±0.0002)
orbital cycles. From Eqn. 1 we find eB cosωB = 0.154. In
Sect. 4 we are able to compare this to the results we find by
directly measuring eB and ωB from RV studies, and find ex-
cellent agreement.
3. RADIAL VELOCITY OBSERVATIONS
We have carried out 27 radial velocity measurements of
E1213 on 25 different nights. Eight of these were carried out
with the TRES spectrograph at the Fred Lawrence Whipple
Observatory, 16 were obtained at Thüringer Landessternwarte
Tautenburg (TLS), and 3 were acquired at the Konkoly Ob-
servatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. Here we
briefly describe the spectroscopic observations at each facil-
ity. In addition, we have obtained 11 spectra of E1234.
3.1. RV observations with the TLS Spectrograph
Spectra of E1213 and E1234 were taken using the Coudé-
Echelle Spectrograph on the 2-m Alfred Jensch Telescope at
TLS. The spectrograph was used with a projected slit width
of 2 arcsec providing a resolving power of R = 30,000. We
obtained 16 spectra of E1213 and three spectra of E1234 with
40 minutes of exposure time each.
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FIG. 1.— K2 flux data for E1213. The two eclipses of the 5-day ‘A’ binary
are readily visible. The short red vertical lines mark the two unequally spaced
eclipses of the 13-day eccentric ‘B’ binary.
TABLE 1
PROPERTIES OF THE E1213/1234 SYSTEM
Parameter 212651213 212651234
RA (J2000) 13:55:43.464 13:55:42.762
Dec (J2000) −09:25:05.92 −09:25:04.02
Kp 10.80 11.14
ua 14.21 14.63
Bb 11.77 12.32
V b 10.98 11.31
r′c 11.08 11.24
Jd 9.93 9.74
Hd 9.59 9.27
Kd 9.54 9.18
W1e 9.36 9.10
W2e 9.40 9.21
W3e 9.30 9.09
W4e 8.59 8.69
Distance (pc) f 260±50 260±50
Vrad (km/sec) −13.5±0.5g −15.0±0.5
µα (mas yr−1)h −29.7±1.3 −32.6±1.9
µδ (mas yr−1)h −10.9±1.9 −12.6±1.5
Notes. (a) Taken from the SDSS image (Ahn et al. 2012). (b) From APASS
(https://www.aavso.org/apass). (c) Carlsberg Meridian Catalog
(http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/vocats/cmc15/). (d)
2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006). (e) WISE point source catalog
(Cutri et al. 2013). (f) Based on photometric parallax only. (g) The
mass-weighted mean of the γ velocities for the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries (see
text). (h) From UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2013), and Huber et al. (2015).
Spectrum reduction was done using standard ESO-MIDAS
packages and included bias and stray-light subtraction, filter-
ing of cosmic-ray events, flat fielding using a halogen lamp,
optimum order subtraction, wavelength calibration using a
ThAr lamp, normalization to the local continuum, and merg-
ing of spectral orders. Small shifts in the instrumental zero
point were removed from each spectrum using a large num-
ber of telluric O2 lines as reference. The long-time RV accu-
racy reached with this spectrograph and reduction procedure
depends on spectral type and vsin i of the observed star and is
about 100 ms−1 for sharp-lined, solar-type SB1 stars.
3.2. RV observations with the TRES spectrograph
FIG. 2.— SDSS image showing E1213 and E1234. The image is 7′× 7′,
and shows the two images, of roughly the same magnitude, as an obviously
physically related pair. In fact, the two objects have radial velocities and
proper motions that are the same to within ∼1.7 km s−1 and 3 mas yr−1,
respectively. North is up and East is to the left.
Spectra of E1213 and E1234 were taken using the Till-
inghast Reflector Echelle Spectrograph (TRES; Szentgyor-
gyi & Furész 2007), on the 1.5 m telescope at the Fred
Lawrence Whipple Observatory (FLWO) on Mt. Hopkins,
Arizona. TRES is a fiber-fed optical spectrograph with a
resolving power of R = 44,000. We obtained 8 spectra of
E1213 between UT 2016-02-21 and UT 2016-03-23 with a
typical exposure time between 660-1200 seconds, and an av-
erage signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) per resolution element of 38.
E1234 was observed 6 times between UT 2016-02-21 and
UT 2016-05-03 with the exposure time ranging between 360-
1500 seconds, and an average S/N of 28. The spectra were
extracted following the procedures reported by Buchhave et
al. (2010).
3.3. RV observations at the Konkoly Observatory
E1213 and E1234 were observed during three nights in
March 2016 with the fiber-fed ACE spectrograph attached
to the 1-m RCC telescope of the Konkoly Observatory at
Piszkés-teto˝, Hungary. The instrument covers the 0.415 µm –
0.915 µm wavelength range with a resolution of R = 20,000.
The fiber entrance has a sky-projected diameter of ≈ 2.5′′,
which assured complete separation of the light from the two
stellar images of E1213 and E1234. The light of a Thorium–
Argon (ThAr) lamp can be projected on the entrance of the
same fiber that is used for stellar observations for precise
wavelength calibration.
The individual 1800-s exposures had S/N≈ 25 per pixel
around 0.55 µm. The RV measurements were averaged for
3 – 4 consecutive exposures, with the exception of the night
2 457 466, when only one exposure of E1213 was obtained.
The spectra were reduced using IRAF17 standard tasks in-
cluding bias, dark, and flat-field corrections, aperture ex-
17 IRAF is distributed by the National Optical Astronomy Observatories,
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traction, wavelength calibration (using ThAr exposures) and
barycentric correction. The normalisation, cosmic-ray filter-
ing, order merging and cross-correlation were performed by
in-house developed programs of ÁS.
The systematic errors introduced by the data processing and
the stability of the wavelength calibration system was found to
be better than 0.36 km s−1, based on RV standard observations
(Derekas et al. 2016).
FIG. 3.— Folded light curves for the 5-day circular binary ‘A’ (top panel)
and 13-day eccentric binary ‘B’. These have been ‘disentangled’ by subtract-
ing the folded profile of each, sequentially, from the raw flux time series
shown in Fig.1 and then refolding the data.
3.4. RV Analysis
Summaries of the 27 RV observations of E1213 and 11 ob-
servations of E1234 are given in Tables 2 and Table 3. In all,
the measurements of E1213 span an interval of some 66 days.
For each observation we cross correlated the acquired spec-
trum with a single reference template stellar spectrum. We
utilized the template spectrum that yields the highest peak cor-
relation value after testing a grid of Teff and log g values, for
an assumed solar metallicity. An illustrative cross-correlation
function (‘CCF’) is shown in Fig. 4. The reference spectrum
was for Teff = 5900 K and logg= 4.2, close to values ultimately
which are operated by the Association of Universities for Research in As-
tronomy, Inc., under cooperative agreement with the National Science Foun-
dation.
TABLE 2
RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTSa OF E1213
BJD-2457000 Star 3 Star 1 Star 2 Observatoryb
437.6168 +12.19 −81.16 +61.41 TLS
438.6121 −2.51 −58.44 +36.12 TLS
439.9122 −16.51 +44.81 −73.27 TRES
446.6095 −37.42 +23.19 ... TLS
448.9694 +31.19 −39.03 +31.2 TRES
449.9451 +27.26 ... −61.37 TRES
450.9174 +10.11 59.15 −82.62 TRES
451.9094 −5.34 −5 −5 TRES
452.9020 −14.53 −81.25 +63.81 TRES
454.8921 −35.03 +25.78 −35.0 TRES
465.5360 −8.09 +58.12 −86.10 KO
466.4933 −22.35 ... ... KO
470.5774 −55.28 +54.68 ... KO
470.8631 −53.91 +64.01 −84.58 TRES
474.5096 +11.98 −30.42 +24.79 TLS
475.5136 +31.89 +41.28 −78.39 TLS
480.4751 −27.17 +46.06 −71.18 TLS
481.4721 −36.86 +54.41 −80.15 TLS
481.5004 −37.39 +52.06 −78.97 TLS
482.4861 −44.79 −24.50 +3.67 TLS
493.4864 −25.89 −82.04 +64.39 TLS
497.5090 −56.17 +16.96 −0.37 TLS
498.4503 −54.82 −79.09 +53.90 TLS
499.4943 −34.01 −52.66 +40.91 TLS
502.4660 +25.08 −1.47 −26.40 TLS
502.5105 ... +24.23 −21.96 TLS
503.5078 +8.48 −72.66 +55.71 TLS
Notes. (a) Units are km s−1 and the typical empirical uncertainties on the RV
values are 1.7 km s−1 for star 3 and 7 km s−1 for stars 1 and 2. (b) ‘TLS’
stands for the Thüringer Landessternwarte Tautenburg, ‘KO’, the Konkoly
Observatory, and ‘TRES" is the Tillinghast Reflector Echelle Spectrograph
of the Whipple Observatory.
TABLE 3
RADIAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTSa OF E1234
BJD-2457000 E1234 Observatoryb
439.9296 −14.88 TRES
446.6384 −15.63 TLS
448.9837 −14.75 TRES
452.9111 −14.73 TRES
465.6044 −14.79 KO
466.9254 −14.77 TRES
470.5024 −14.59 KO
475.5430 −15.78 TLS
476.5049 −15.53 TLS
504.8558 −14.80 TRES
511.8791 −15.01 TRES
Notes. (a) Units are km s−1 and the typical uncertainties on the RV values
are 0.1 km s−1 for any one observatory. (b) ‘TLS’ stands for Thüringer
Landessternwarte Tautenburg, ‘KO’, the Konkoly Observatory, and ‘TRES"
is the Tillinghast Reflector Echelle Spectrograph of the Whipple
Observatory.
derived for star 3. The three clearly discernible peaks corre-
spond to three stars in the two binaries that are detectable in
these RV studies. The RVs were measured by modeling the
CCFs using two profiles with common centers, one Gaussian
plus one Cauchy, per stellar component. When the peaks are
clearly separable, as in the example in Fig. 4, the RVs of these
three stars can be well measured. When the peaks are closer,
or even merged, we may be able to determine only the RV of
star 3 which dominates the CCF in all observations. Lines of
star 4 could not be detected in any of the spectra. In particu-
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lar, we checked when stars 1 and 2 have very small RVs, and
simultaneously the RV of star 3 is large—star 4 is still not de-
tected in the CCFs, even with a lower temperature reference
spectrum. The measured RVs for the three detectable stars in
E1213 are summarized in Table 2.
We also obtained 11 spectra for E1234. Only a single peak
in the CCF is measured in any of these. The 11 RVs for this
image are reported in Table 3. We interpret this in terms of
either a single star within E1234 or perhaps a binary with an
orbit that is sufficiently wide that no RV changes are detected.
We can set a limit of . 0.5 km s−1 for RV variations over the
72-day interval of the observations (for more stringent con-
straints, see Sect. 12).
The RV points for the circular binary, folded modulo the
5-day period are shown in the top panel in Fig. 5, while those
for the 13-day binary are plotted in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.
FIG. 4.— Illustrative cross-correlation function calculated between the ob-
served spectrum and a stellar reference spectrum as a function of the shift in
velocities. The three prominent peaks labeled as ‘star 1’, ‘star 2’, and ‘star
3’, mark the radial velocities of the three stars that can be detected in the
CCF. Stars 1 and 2 comprise the A binary, while star 3 is the brighter of the
two stars in the eccentric binary. The 4th star is not detected in any of the
RV spectra. The red curve is a model fit to the CCF which locates the peaks
quantitatively.
4. RADIAL VELOCITY ORBITS
4.1. Fitting the ‘A’ binary
Given the very small value of e. 0.02 for the ‘A’ binary that
we were able to deduce from the K2 light curve (see Sect. 2),
we restricted our fits to circular orbits. We fit the RV points
shown in the upper panel of Fig. 5 simultaneously for the or-
bits of stars 1 and 2 using common values of the orbital phase
and γA velocity, as well as K1 and K2 velocities. We fixed
the orbital period at Porb = 5.0766 d, as determined from the
K2 data. This is more accurate than the period we would be
able to determine from the RV data alone. We utilized a sim-
ple Levenberg-Marquardt fitting routine to determine the four
unknown parameters (K1, K2, γA, t0,RV) and their uncertain-
ties.
The best-fit model RV curves for the ‘A’ binary are shown
in the top panel in Fig. 5, and the fitted orbital parameters are
summarized in Table 4. The values of K1 and K2 are 73.5 km
s−1 and 78.1 km s−1, respectively; these are similar but do dif-
fer at the 1.6-σ level. The orbital phase agrees with the phase
obtained from the K2 photometry and projected forward by
FIG. 5.— Radial velocity curves for the ‘A’ binary (top panel) and the ‘B’
binary (bottom panel). The solid curves are the best-fitting solutions. For
the ‘A’ binary the fitted parameters are the two K velocities, γA, and orbital
phase. (Blue and red curves are the primary and second star, respectively.)
The orbital period was fixed at the value of 5.0766 d as determined from the
K2 photometry. For the ‘B’ binary the fitted parameters are: K3, eB, τB, ωB,
and γB (see Sect. 4 for details.) Note that we have chosen here to define
orbital ‘phase’ zero as the time of primary eclipse.
nearly half a year. The agreement is good to within 0.047
days with an uncertainty of 0.025 days (i.e., ∼1.1±0.6 hr).
We also note that star 1, with the somewhat lower K veloc-
ity (compared to star 2), and hence the higher mass, is the one
whose descending node on the RV curve is an integer num-
ber of orbital cycles from the slightly deeper eclipse in the
K2 light curve (see the top panel of Fig. 3). This is the time
when the more massive star is eclipsed. And, at least for stars
on the main sequence, the more massive star should have the
higher surface brightness, and hence the deeper eclipse when
it is transited—just as we observe.
We use the K values to derive the constituent masses in
Sect. 5.
4.2. Fitting the ‘B’ binary
We next fit the RV points plotted in the bottom panel
of Fig. 5 for the obviously eccentric orbit. We held
the orbital period fixed at 13.1947 days, as determined
from the K2 photometry, and fit for 5 free parameters:
a3 sin iB, eB, ωB, τB, andγB, where ωB and τB are the longitude
and passage time of periastron. For this we utilized a Markov
chain Monte Carlo (‘MCMC’) code to map out the uncertain-
ties in the parameters. The results are reported in Table 5. In
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TABLE 4
PROPERTIES OF THE ‘A’ BINARYa
Parameter Star 1 Star 2
Porb (days)b 5.07655±0.00003 5.07655±0.00003
K (km/s)c 73.5±2.0 78.1±2.1
δKrms (km/s)c 6.9 6.9
a (R)c 7.38±0.20 7.84±0.21
ecosωb . 0.0008 . 0.0008
e sinωb . 0.02 . 0.02
ec . 0.02 . 0.02
t0,RV (days)c 436.683±0.025 439.221±0.025
t0,K2,+35P (days)b 436.634±0.001 439.172±0.001
t0,K2 (days)b 258.9552±0.0002 261.4935±0.0002
γA (km/s)c −8.4±1.0 −8.4±1.0
γ˙A (cm s−2)c < 0.01 < 0.01
f (M1) (M)d 0.210±0.017 0.252±0.020
iAe 85.7◦±0.5◦ 85.7◦±0.5◦
M (M) f 0.94±0.06 0.89±0.05
R (R)g 0.86±0.12 0.80±0.09
Teff (K)g 5475±200 5250±200
log g (cgs)g 4.54±0.10 4.59±0.07
Notes. (a) All values are cited with 1-σ uncertainties; times are
BJD-2457000. (b) Based on the K2 photometry. (c) From fits to the radial
velocity data given in Table 2, with eccentricity fixed at e = 0. (d) Mass
function for each star based on their respective K velocities. (e) From an
analysis using the Phoebe binary light curve emulator (Prša & Zwitter
2005). (f) From a Monte Carlo analysis of the system parameters and error
propagation (see Sect. 5). (g) The extra constraints needed to yield the full
set of system parameters were obtained from observational restrictions on
the light ratio between the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries, and the Yonsei-Yale
evolution tracks (see Sect. 5).
TABLE 5
PROPERTIES OF THE ‘B’ BINARYa
Parameter Value
Porb (days)b 13.1947±0.0004
K3 (km/s)c 42.57±0.28
δKrms (km/s)c 1.77
a3 (R)c 10.51±0.07
ec 0.325±0.006
ωB (deg)c 298.7±1.2
τB (days)c 434.73±0.05
tecl,RV (days)c 439.45±0.05
tecl,K2+16P (days)b 439.39±0.01
tecl,K2 (days)b 228.270±0.003
γB (km/s)c −19.0±0.2
|γ˙B| (cm s−2)c < 0.007
f (M3) (M)d 0.089±0.002
iBe 85.8◦±0.1◦
M3 (M) f 1.09±0.07
M4 (M) f 0.64±0.03
R3 (R) f 1.07+0.17−0.11
R4 (R) f 0.57±0.03
Teff,3 (K) f 6000±280
Teff,4 (K) f 4280±110
log g3 (cgs) f 4.43+0.10−0.16
log g4 (cgs) f 4.75±0.03
Notes. (a) All values are cited with 1-σ uncertainties; times are
BJD-2457000. (b) Based on the K2 photometry. (c) From fits to the radial
velocity data given in Table 2. (d) Mass function based on the K velocity
and the orbital eccentricity. (e) From an analysis using the Phoebe binary
light curve emulator (Prša & Zwitter 2005). (f) The extra constraints needed
to yield the full set of system parameters were obtained from observational
restrictions on the light ratio between the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries, and the
Yonsei-Yale evolution tracks (see Sect. 5).
spite of the fact that this is a single-line spectroscopic binary,
we were still able to make useful mass estimates of both star
3 and star 4 via their combined flux compared to the flux from
binary “A” (see Sect. 5).
5. EVALUATION OF BASIC STELLAR AND ATMOSPHERIC
PARAMETERS
We now have two independent mass functions for star 1 and
star 2 in the ‘A’ binary, and a mass function for star 3 in the ‘B’
binary. For both binaries, the orbital inclination angles are de-
termined with the Phoebe binary light curve emulator (Prša
& Zwitter 2005), and are very close to 86◦. To determine the
masses and other stellar properties we utilize two ingredients:
(i) the three mass functions and their uncertainties (Tables 4
and 5), and (ii) the relative fluxes of the “A” and “B” binaries
(see, e.g., Sect. 8.2). For the latter constraint we adopt the
following specific equality involving the stellar luminosities:
(L3 +L4)
(L1 +L2)
= 1.6±0.16 (1σ) (3)
We then use a Monte Carlo error propagation technique to
evaluate all four masses simultaneously. First we choose real-
izations for stars 1 and 2, using the cited values for the orbital
K velocities and random Gaussian draws of their cited uncer-
tainties (Tables 4 and 5). This then determines M1 and M2
for that particular realization of K1 and K2. Next we similarly
chose a random realization of the value of K3 using its error
bar. We then choose a random mass ratio for M4/M3 between
0 and 1; that, plus the mass function for star 3, yields a specific
realization for M3 and M4.
In order to further constrain the system parameters, we re-
quire at least one more substantive constraint on the system.
We take this supplemental information to be the measured ra-
tio of the brightness of binary ‘B’ to binary ‘A’ (see Sect. 8).
However, in order to incorporate the luminosities of the star,
we need to make use of basic evolution tracks for low-mass
stars. In order to do that, we have devised non-physical fitting
functions to the Yonsei-Yale evolution tracks (see Fig. 6; Yi et
al. 2001). The following represent the radius and luminosity
evolution of a star of mass m and evolution age, t.
R(m, t)' 0.84mem3.5t/26
[
1+ e(t−12.5m
−3.5)/0.9
]
(4)
L(m, t)' 0.66m4.6 em3.5t/12.3
[
1+ e(t−12.5m
−3.5)/0.7
]
(5)
where m is in solar masses, and the evolution age, t, is ex-
pressed in Gyr. These should be sufficiently accurate for stars
of mass 0.8. m. 1.4.
Thus, our Monte Carlo realizations of the system also re-
quire an evolutionary age, which we take to be uniformly
distributed between 1 and 10 Gyr. Once we have a set of
4 masses and a randomly chosen evolution age, we can use
Eqns. (4) and (5) to evaluate all the system parameters, in-
cluding masses, radii, luminosities, and values of log g. The
ratio of (L3 +L4)/(L1 +L2) is then computed for the given real-
ization. This ratio is then checked against the measured ratio
given in Eqn. (3) with a randomly chosen value with respect
to the uncertainty given in that equation. If the computed ra-
tio lies outside that of the ‘measurement’, the entire system is
discarded.
This process is repeated 108 times, and distributions for the
four masses, radii, Teff′s, and log g’s are built up. The results
are shown in Fig. 7. A perusal of these mass distributions re-
veals a few interesting things. For the ‘A’ binary, the masses of
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stars 1 and 2 are: 0.94±0.06M and 0.89±0.05M, respec-
tively. The most probable values of log g are 4.54 and 4.59,
with an uncertainty of 0.1 dex, respectively. The locations of
stars 1 and 2 in the log g−Teff plane are shown in Fig. 6, and
they are clearly in good accord with the corresponding mass
of the tracks they are near.
As for the ‘B’ binary, the mass distributions for star 3
and star 4 (see Fig. 7) indicate M3 ' 1.09± 0.07 and M4 '
0.64± 0.03. These are rather well defined given that this is
a single-line spectroscopic binary, and result from the lumi-
nosity comparison of binary “B” with binary “A”. The most
probable values for log g are 4.43+0.10−0.16 and 4.75± 0.03, re-
spectively. The locations of these stars comprising binary “B”
are shown in the log g−Teff plane in Fig. 6. Star 3 appears to
be slightly evolved.
6. SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
The TLS spectra were taken during grey time and some of
them are slightly contaminated with moonlight. Though this
contamination could be separated from the stellar features in
most of the CCFs used for the RV determination, we had to be
sure that the contamination from the moonlight does not enter
the spectrum analysis. We therefore initially used only nine
of the 16 TLS spectra of E1213 listed in Table 2 for the analy-
sis. This number was too small for a secure decomposition of
the observed composite spectra into the spectra of the individ-
ual stellar components. Nonetheless, we tried the FFT-based
KOREL program (Hadrava 1995; 2004) that delivers the or-
bital parameters together with the RVs and the decomposed
spectra, and then the singular value decomposition of Simon
& Sturm (1994) with the measured RVs as input values us-
ing the CRES code (Ilijic 2004). However, in both cases the
FIG. 6.— Evolution tracks for stars of mass 0.8 to 1.5 M in the log g−Teff
plane. These were computed from the Yonsei-Yale tracks (Yi et al. 2001) for
Z = 0.02. The black circles with error bars are the locations of stars 3, 1,
2, and 4 from left to right respectively, as determined from our Monte Carlo
analysis of the system parameters (see Sect. 5). The red error bars for star 3
show for comparison its location based on the spectrum analysis (see Sect. 6).
Stars 1 and 2 comprise binary “A”, stars 3 and 4 are in binary “B”, while star
5 is the E1234 image. The location of star 5 is determined entirely from the
spectral analysis study and is also plotted in red (see Sect. 6).
TABLE 6
RESULTS FROM SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
Parameter Star 1 Star 2 Star 3 Star 5a
Teff (K) 5700±250 5490±310 5880±160 4987±50
log g (cgs) {4.5}b {4.6}b 4.15±0.33 3.73±0.1
[M/H] {0.1}b {0.1}b 0.08±0.20 0.34±0.08
vturb (km s−1) 1.6±0.6 1.7±0.7 1.6±0.4 {1.0}b
vsin i (km s−1) 13±5 7±6 14±1.8 2.7±0.5
f c 0.20±0.05 0.13±0.04 0.59±0.05 ...
Notes. (a) Star 5 refers to the image of E1234. (b) Quantities in curly
brackets were held fixed at plausible representative values. (c) Fraction of
the light in stars 1–4.
subsequent analysis of the decomposed spectra gave incon-
sistent results. In the end, we decided to analyze only the one
composite spectrum that shows the largest separation of the
components’ peaks in the CCF (Fig. 4).
Spectrum analysis was performed using the GSSP program
(see Lehmann et al. 2011 and Tkachenko et al. 2012 for a de-
scription of the method). The program is based on the spec-
trum synthesis approach. We extended the method to a simul-
taneous fit for three components in a composite spectrum. The
synthetic spectra were computed on the TLS cluster computer
with the parallelized version of the SynthV program (Tsymbal
1996), using a library of precomputed line-by-line model at-
mospheres (Shulyak et al. 2004). The atomic data were taken
from the VALD data base (Kupka et al. 1999). We used three
grids of atmospheric parameters, one for each stellar compo-
nent. Free parameters were [M/H], Teff, log g, microturbulent
velocity vturb, and vsin i. For the surface metalicities [M/H]
we used scaled solar abundances in accordance with Asplund
et al. (2009). Moreover, we did a fine-adjustment for the RVs
of the contributions of the three components, using the val-
ues obtained from fitting the CCF of the spectrum (Sect. 3.4)
as the starting values. Normally, when we deal with an SB3
star, the flux ratios of the three stars compared to the total
continuum flux are coupled via f1 + f2 + f3 = 1 and can be de-
termined for each grid point from least squares minimisation
of two of the flux ratios. In our case, we got a much better
fit to the observed composite spectrum (see Fig. 8 with the
fit of the Mg I triplet) when adding an additional continuum
contribution (veiling), originating from star 4. In that case, f4
is determined from 1− ( f1 + f2 + f3) and f1 to f3 are no longer
coupled via their flux ratios and were treated as free parame-
ters of the fit.
We used all five of the above mentioned quantities as free
parameters for star 3. The relatively low S/N of ∼32 for the
single spectrum, together with the low line strengths of stars
1 and 2 compared to star 3, did not allow us to do the same
for stars 1 and 2. For these, we fixed log g at 4.5 and 4.6,
respectively, as the most probable values obtained in Sect. 5,
and [M/H] at the value obtained for star 3 (the latter was done
iteratively). After the final optimal solution for all free param-
eters was found, the parameter errors were determined from
χ2 statistics using the full grid of atmospheric parameters. In
this way, the errors include all interdependencies among the
parameters.
A comparison of log g and Teff for star 3 derived from
this spectrum analysis (Table 6) with those inferred from the
Monte Carlo evaluation of the system parameters (see Sect. 5)
is shown in Fig. 6. The values of log g differ by 0.28 dex
between that found from the spectrum analysis vs. that from
the MC analysis. While this difference is only about 1-σ, it
is nonetheless suggestive that star 3 may be somewhat more
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FIG. 7.— Probability distributions for the masses, radii, effective temperatures, and values of log g of the four stars in binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’. These were computed
from a Monte Carlo error propagation code using the uncertainties in the three K velocities. To close the equations, we also added the constraint from the speckle
images (see Sect. 8.2) that the luminosity of binary “B” exceeds that of binary “A” by a factor of 1.6±0.16 (see Eqn. 3).
FIG. 8.— Part of the analysed composite spectrum of E1213 (black color)
showing the Mg I triplet region, together with the best fitting combination of
synthetic spectra (red color; see Table 6, Stars 1 to 3).
evolved than the MC analysis indicates. The inferred values
of the flux ratio of binary ‘B’ to binary ‘A’ from the spectrum
analysis is 2.03± 0.45 which is consistent with the value of
1.58±0.16 derived from the speckle imaging (see Sect. 8.2).
Overall, we take the spectrum analysis to be a satisfactory
check on our more detailed parameter study in Sect. 5.
Finally, we obtained the stellar parameters for E1234 us-
ing the Spectral Parameter Classification (SPC) tool devel-
oped by Buchhave et al. (2012). SPC cross correlates an ob-
served spectrum against a grid of synthetic spectra based on
Kurucz atmospheric models (Kurucz 1992). The weighted av-
erage for the six TRES spectra of E1234 is Teff = 4987± 50
K, log g = 3.73±0.10, [m/H] = 0.34±0.08, v sin i = 2.7±0.5
km s−1. The values were calculated by taking an average of
the stellar parameters that were calculated for each spectrum
individually. The values are then weighed according to the
cross correlation function peak height.
Table 6 summarizes the spectral analysis results for both
E1213 and E1234, while Fig. 6 shows where the different stars
fall in the log g−Teff plane.
7. TIDAL SYNCHRONIZATION STATUS OF ‘A’ AND ‘B’
The spectroscopically obtained projected rotational veloci-
ties of stars 1–3 (see Table 6) carry indirect information on the
state of the tidal synchronization processes in the two eclips-
ing binaries. The projected synchronized (or, in the case of an
eccentric system: pseudo-synchronized) rotational velocity of
the binary members can be calculated simply as
(vstar sin iorb)sync =
2piRstar sin iorb
PorbP(e) , (6)
where P(e) the orbital eccentricity-dependent ratio of the or-
bital to the (pseudo-)synchronized rotational period which, in
the equilibrium tide model of Hut (1981) can be calculated as
P(e) =
(
1− e2
)3/2 (
1+3e2 + 38e
4
)
1+ 152 e2 +
45
8 e
4 + 516e6
< 1. (7)
Furthermore, we also assumed that for (pseudo-)synchronized
rotation the orbital angular momentum vectors of the star and
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orbit are aligned. Substituting stellar radii, orbital inclina-
tions, periods, and eccentricities from Tables 4 and 5 we ar-
rive at (vstar sin i)obs/(vstar sin i)sync = 1.5± 0.6, 0.9± 0.8, and
2.1±0.4 for stars 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Therefore, we can
conclude that the stars in the 5-day circularized binary ‘A’, are
rotationally synchronized with a significant likelihood. (Al-
though, theoretically, we cannot exclude the possibility of
faster stellar rotations around misaligned rotational axes.) For
the primary star of the eccentric binary ‘B’, our result strongly
supports a modestly super-synchronous rotation.
According to the formulae of Moreno et al. (2011) and Zahn
(2008), for a convective star in an eccentric e∼ 0.3 orbit with
a fractional radius of Rstar/a ∼ 0.04, the expected synchro-
nization time-scale even for an initially ten-times faster or-
bital rotation should be . 1 Gyr for physically realistic val-
ues of the viscosity parameter. This timescale is shorter than
the likely age we infer for the system. Therefore, we might
expect some secondary source working against synchronized
rotation, which might be indirect evidence for dynamical per-
turbations of binary ‘A’ on binary ‘B’.
8. HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGING
8.1. Keck Adaptive Optics
To obtain better constraints on this quintuple system, we
imaged both E1213 and E1234 on 2016 April 13 UT with
the NIRC2 instrument (PI: Keith Matthews) on Keck II using
natural guide star imaging with the narrow camera setting (10
milliarcseconds, ‘mas’, pixel−1). We used a three-point dither
pattern to avoid NIRC2’s noisier lower left quadrant and we
calibrated the images and removed artifacts using dome flat
fields and dark images.
We obtained 12 images of E1213 in the Ks band (central
wavelength 2.145 µm) for a total on-sky integration time of
300 seconds. Figure 9 (top panel) shows a stacked image of
this target, in which we see two peaks. For each calibrated
frame, we fit a two-peak PSF to measure the flux ratio and
on-sky separation. We model the PSF as a combined Moffat
and Gaussian shape. The best-fit PSF was found over a cir-
cular area with a radius of 10 pixels around each star (the full
width at half-maximum of the PSF was about 5 pixels). More
details of the method can be found in Ngo et al. (2015). When
computing the separation and position angle, we applied the
new astrometric corrections from Service et al. (2016) to ac-
count for the NIRC2 array’s distortion and rotation. We find
the ∆Ks for binary ‘A’ − binary ‘B’ to be 0.64± 0.03, the
separation to be 90.5±1.4 mas, and the position angle of ‘A’
relative to ‘B’ to be 68.5±0.9 deg E of N. We also took 6 im-
ages in J band (central wavelength 1.248 µm). We find the∆J
for binary ‘A’ − binary ‘B’ to be 0.48±0.01. The magnitude
differences between the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries are summarized
in Table 7.
We also imaged E1234 with the same setup parameters and
show the stacked image in the bottom panel of Figure 9. We
do not see more than one light source, so we compute a 5-σ
contrast curve to put an upper limit on an unseen companion.
To determine our limiting contrast over a range of distances,
we divide the stacked image into a series of annuli centered
on the star with a width of 5 pixels. Then, for every pixel in
each annuli, we compute the sum of all neighboring pixels in
a 5×5 box. The standard deviation of these values determines
the 1σ contrast for that separation. The limiting magnitude is
determined by dividing each limiting contrast by the flux in
a 5× 5 box centered on the primary star. At separations of
TABLE 7
LIGHT RATIOS OF ‘A’ TO ‘B’
Waveband ∆Magnitude (‘A’-‘B’)
0.692 µm 0.55±0.1a
0.880 µm 0.45±0.1a
J 0.48±0.01b
Ks 0.64±0.03b
Notes. (a) Based on the speckle images (see Sect. 8.2). (b) Based on the
Keck AO imaging (see 8.1).
0.05′′, 0.10′′, 0.15′′, 0.20′′, and 0.5′′ from E1234, we rule out
additional companions brighter than ∆Ks ' 0, 1.4, 2.8, 3.9,
and 6, magnitudes, respectively.
8.2. Speckle Interferometry
We performed speckle interferometric observations at the
3.5-m WIYN telescope located on Kitt Peak using the Dif-
ferential Speckle Survey Instrument (see Horch et al. 2009;
2011). This speckle camera provides simultaneous observa-
tions in two filters by employing a dichroic beam splitter and
two identical electron-multiplying CCDs as the imagers. We
observed E1213 and E1234 on 17 April 2016 UT obtaining
5 sets of 1000, 40-msec images for each star. The observa-
tions were performed simultaneously in narrow “R” and “I”
bandpasses, where “R” and “I” have central wavelengths of
0.692 µm and 0.880 µm, respectively, and the corresponding
FWHMs are 0.04 µm and 0.05 µm. Our final reconstructed
images and results of the observations were obtained using the
full combined data set. The details of how we obtain, reduce,
and analyze the speckle interferometric results are described
in Howell et al. (2011).
The speckle imaging also resolves the image of E1213 into
two images that we associate with binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’ just
as we found from the AO imaging (see Sect. 8.2). The sep-
aration on the sky in the speckle image confirms the angular
separation at 90.7 mas± 1.5 mas found in the Keck AO im-
age. The position angle of 68.8◦ agrees with that determined
with the Keck AO to within the speckle uncertainty of 1.3◦.
We use the speckle images to determine the ratio of the fluxes
from binary ‘B’ to binary ‘A’, and find 1.66±0.16 at 0.69 µm,
and 1.51± 0.15 at 0.88 µm. These ratios are summarized in
Table 7. When combined with the three mass functions that
we measure for binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’, these flux ratios play an
important role in determining the properties of the four stars
(see Sect. 5).
9. PHOTOMETRIC DISTANCE ESTIMATE
We can estimate the distance to E1213 and E1234 from
photometric parallax. For E1213, comprised of binaries ‘A’
and ‘B’, we have good estimates of the masses, and evolu-
tionary states of the four constituent stars, and hence their
combined luminosities. We estimate that stars 1 through 4
have a combined bolometric luminosity of Ltot' 2.5±0.8L.
Since the three stars that dominate the luminosity budget
are not far from solar-type stars, we take this ensemble of
stars to be 1.0± 0.3 visual magnitudes brighter than the Sun
(i.e., no significant bolometric correction), and thus it has
MV ' 3.7±0.3. The visual magnitude of E1213 is V ' 10.8,
and therefore the distance modulus to the source is 7.1 mag-
nitudes. Finally, this leads to a distance estimate of 260
pc. When done within our Monte Carlo parameter estimation
code (see Sect. 5), we find d = 260±50 pc.
For the stellar image E1234, we estimate that this appar-
ently single star has Teff ' 4987±50 K and log g' 3.73±0.1
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FIG. 9.— Top panel: Keck-AO image in Ks-band of E1213. This target
clearly has two cores separated by ∼0.095′′. From this we conclude that the
separation between binaries ’A’ and ’B’ is ≈ 25± 5 AU. Bottom panel: Star
E1234 is unresolved at the ∼0.05′′ level for stars of comparable magnitude.
(see Table 6). Its location is superposed on evolution tracks
in the logg−Teff plane in Fig. 6, and one can readily see that
it is substantially evolved. From the location of E1234 in the
HR diagram, and the use of the Yonsei-Yale evolution tracks
(Yi et al. 2001), we estimate that its bolometric luminosity is
3.4±0.9L, for stars between 1.0 and 1.3 M. The apparent
magnitude for this star is V ' 11.1, which roughly translates
to mbol ' 10.9. The distance modulus then comes out to be
7.5± 0.3, corresponding to a distance of 315± 50 pc. This
distance estimate is therefore quite consistent with that found
above from the brightness of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’.
10. BINARY ‘C’: COMPRISED OF BINARIES A & B
TABLE 8
INFERENCES ABOUT THE ‘C’ BINARY
Parameter Binary A Binary B
γ (km/s)a −8.4±1.0 −19.0±0.2
K (km/s)b ' 5.2 ' 5.5
|γ˙| (cm s−2) < 0.01 < 0.006
θAB (arcsec)c 0.095 0.095
PAB (yr)d 65±20 65±20
aAB (AU)d 25±5 25±5
Notes. (a) Taken from Tables 4 and 5. (b) We apportioned the difference in
γ velocities inversely proportional to the masses of binary A (1.82 M) and
binary B (1.73 M). (c) Based on the AO imaging. (d) Based on a Monte
Carlo selection of binary inclination angles and phases (see Sect. 10).
Having established the basic properties of binaries ‘A’ and
‘B’, we can now consider them as likely bound members of a
higher-order binary (i.e., a quadruple star system) which we
call ‘C’. We know three quantitative things about the ‘C’ bi-
nary: (1) The relative radial velocity of ‘A’ relative to ‘B’ is
' 10.6 km s−1 as inferred from the difference in γA and γB,
hereafter ‘∆γAB’. (2) The projected angular separation be-
tween these two components is ' 0.095′′, based on the imag-
ing study (see Sect. 8), which corresponds to a physical pro-
jected separation of s ' 25± 5 AU at the estimated distance
of 260±50 pc. (3) The relative radial acceleration of the two
binaries with respect to each other is constrained to be. 0.01
cm s−2 based on limits to γ˙ for the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries (see
Table 8). We can use these three facts to set some interest-
ing constraints on the orbital period and inclination of the ‘C’
binary following the approach used in Lehmann et al. (2016)
for the case of the quadruple system KIC 7177553.
Because we have only (i) the relative radial velocity be-
tween the two binaries, ∆γAB, (ii) a value for the projected
physical separation, s, and (iii) an upper limit on the relative
radial acceleration of the two binaries, we consider only the
simple case of a circular orbit for the ‘C’ binary as being il-
lustrative. These three quantities are related to the unknown
orbital radius, aC, inclination, iC, and phase, φC by:
s = aC
√
cos2 iC + sin2φC sin2 iC (8)
∆γAB =
√
GMC
aC
sinφC sin iC (9)
γ˙AB =
GMC
a2C
cosφC sin iC (10)
where MC is the total system mass (i.e., the combined masses
of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’). Note that φC is taken here to be zero
at the time of superior conjunction, which is 90◦ from the
definition used by Lehmann et al. (2015). Following Lehmann
et al. (2016), this unknown orbital phase can be eliminated
from Eqns. (8) and (9) to find a cubic expression for the orbital
separation:
a3C
(
∆γ2
GMC
)
+a2C cos
2 iC − s2 = 0 (11)
In spite of the fact that we do not know the orbital incli-
nation angle, iC, we can still produce a probability distribu-
tion for aC (and hence Porb,C) via a Monte Carlo approach as
follows. For each realization of the system we choose a ran-
dom inclination angle with respect to an isotropic set of ori-
entations of the orbital angular momentum vector of the ‘C’
binary. In addition, because there is an uncertainty in the de-
termination of ∆γAB (see Tables 4 and 5), and a significant
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FIG. 10.— Top panel: Orbital period distribution for binary ‘C’ (orbital
period in red; orbital separation in green). Bottom panel: Probability per
unit orbital inclination angle for binary ‘C’. The constraints are provided by
∆γAB, the upper limit on γ˙AB, and the angular separation of binaries ‘A’ and
‘B’ (see summary in Table 8).
uncertainty in the projected orbital separation, s (due largely
to the uncertainty in distance to the target), we also choose
specific realizations for those two quantities using a Gaussian
random draw for both ∆γAB and s. We then solve Eqn. (11)
for aC, and we also store the corresponding value of iC. Fi-
nally, we restrict the inferred value of aC so as to yield a value
for the radial acceleration (see Eqn. 10) that is lower than the
observed upper limit cited in Table 8. If any inclination an-
gle leads to a non-physical solution of Eqn. (11), or a radial
acceleration that is too large, we discard that system.
We repeat this process 108 times to produce our distribu-
tions of aC, Porb,C and iC. Probability distributions for Porb,C,
aC, and iC are shown in Fig. 10. The orbital period of binary
‘C’ is 65± 20 years (1-σ uncertainties). The corresponding
orbital separation is 25± 5 AU. According to the orbital in-
clination angle distribution, values of iC & 50◦ are strongly
favored (see bottom panel of Fig. 10). Such orbital periods
are sufficiently short that the prospects for near-term detec-
tions of the accelerated motions of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’ are
highly promising.
Given that the projected separation of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’
on the sky is very similar (within the uncertainties) to the
peak value of aC in the distribution of orbital separation (see
Fig. 10), i.e., s' aC in Eqn. (8), this implies that φC ' 90◦ or
270◦.
FIG. 11.— Schematic of the quadruple comprised of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’
viewed from the orbital pole. The outer orbit of binary ‘A’ around binary ‘B’
is drawn to scale, the orbit is assumed circular, and the masses of the two
binaries are taken to be equal (to within their uncertainties). The orbits of
stars 1 and 2 in the circular binary ‘A’ and stars 3 and 4 in eccentric binary
‘B’ are drawn to the correct shape and size relative to each other; however,
their absolute size has been artificially scaled up by a factor of∼20 so that the
orbits can be resolved. The relative orbital speed of the ‘A’ and ‘B’ binaries
would be about 10 km s−1 and the orbital period would be ∼65 years.
Repeating this exercise while allowing for eccentric orbits
tends to broaden the distributions by a factor of about 2. We
examined this question extensively in Lehmann et al. (2016).
This would not change the conclusions reached here in a ma-
terial way except to increase the uncertainties.
A sketch of the ‘C’ binary is shown in Fig. 11. The outer
orbit of binary ‘A’ around binary ‘B’ is drawn to scale, and
the orbit is assumed circular. The orbits of stars 1 and 2 in the
circular binary ‘A’ and stars 3 and 4 in eccentric binary ‘B’
are drawn to the correct shape and size relative to each other;
however, their absolute size has been artificially scaled up by
a factor of ∼20 so that the orbits can be resolved.
Since we are likely viewing binary ‘C’ with large inclina-
tion angles and φC ∼ 90◦, we can reduce Eqns. (8) and (9)
to:
∆s[δφC]
dpc
∼ 45δφ2C mas (12)
∆γAB[δφC]∼ 5δφ2C km s−1 (13)
where d is the distance to the target, ∆s is the change in pro-
jected physical separation (in AU), and δφC is the advance in
the orbital phase (in radians) over the next few years. Future
RV and high-resolution imaging observations of this object
should readily achieve accuracies of 1.5 mas in terms of the
angular separation of binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’, and 1 km s−1 for the
RV measurements. Solving for the orbital phase changes re-
quired to make a detection of orbital motion in binary ‘C’ we
find δφC ' 0.03 and 0.07 orbital cycles for the high-resolution
imaging and the RV observations, respectively. These orbital
phase advances correspond to ∼2 and 4.5 years, respectively.
Thus, we advocate further RV and high-resolution imaging of
12 Rappaport et al. 2016
this object starting a couple of years from now.
11. E1213 AND E1234 AS A BINARY PAIR
The three facts we have to work with concerning the re-
lationship between objects E1213 (comprised of a quadruple
star system) and E1234 (which appears single both in imag-
ing and spectroscopy), are the following. First, the projected
separation of the two stars is 10.56′′ on the sky. For a distance
of about 260 pc, this corresponds to a projected physical sep-
aration of about 2800 AU or 0.013 pc. This is well within
the allowed separation for stars to remain bound pairs with-
out being tidally disrupted in their passage around the Galaxy
(Jiang & Tremaine 2010). Second, the radial velocity of the
center of mass of the ‘C’ binary (actually a quadruple system)
is −13.6 km s−1 while the radial velocity of E1234 is -15.0
km s−1, both with an uncertainty of ∼1 km s−1. These are
suggestively close to having the same value. Third, the mag-
nitude of the difference in the two proper motion vectors is
only 3.4±2.3 mas yr−1.
Combining these three facts leads to the quite plausible,
even highly likely, notion that E1213 and E1234 are them-
selves a gravitationally bound binary pair. We refer to this as
the ‘D’ binary. The angular, velocity, and time scales are too
long to hope to see any changes in this binary over the next
decades.
12. E1234 AS A SINGLE STAR
The rms scatter of the RVs for E1234 within the combined
TRES and KO sets is ∼100 m s−1, while for the TLS obser-
vations by themselves, the rms scatter is similar (see Table 3).
However, there is a systematic offset between these two sets
of ∼900 m s−1. If we subtract off that constant offset from
the three TLS RV measurements of E1234, the overall rms
spread in the RV measurements remains at 100 m s−1. We are
unable to account for the systematic shift between observato-
ries, which has minimal effect on the evaluation of the orbital
parameters in binaries ‘A’ and ‘B’. However, for estimating
an upper limit to the projected radial acceleration of a possi-
ble binary in E1234 this discrepancy matters, and we adopt
an rms radial velocity of 100 m s−1 for this purpose. In turn,
this yields an upper limit to the projected radial acceleration
of ∼0.003 cm sec−2.
In addition, the angular separation of any internal stellar
pairs is . 0.05′′ based on the AO and speckle imaging (see
Sect. 8).
The limits on angular separation and projected radial accel-
erations suggest that any binary stellar pair within E1234 has
a physical separation, a constrained by:
20
√
sin i cosφ . a . 13
(
cos2 i+ sin2φ sin2 i
)−1/2
AU (14)
where i and φ are the orbital inclination angle and phase, re-
spectively, of any hypothetical binary in E1234 (as in Eqns. 8
and 10). Here we have assumed a total binary mass of 2M.
Interestingly, unless the orbital phase or inclination angle
are somewhat finely tuned, the above constraints already sug-
gest that any putative binary in E1234 must have an orbital
separation not too far from ∼16 AU. If it is much wider it
would have been resolved with AO or speckle imaging, and if
much closer the acceleration (i.e., change in γ velocity) would
likely have been detected over the 72-day interval of the RV
measurements.
To push this argument a bit further, we took advantage of
TRES’s 15 m s−1 instrumental stability. Relative RVs were
derived by cross-correlating each observed spectrum, order-
by-order, against the strongest observed spectrum over the
wavelength range 0.435-0.628 µm. These yield significantly
tighter constraints on changes in velocity over the course of
the observations than the absolute velocities given in Table 3.
With these multi-order velocities, we can set a limit of ≈ 30
m s−1 on the constancy of the radial velocity for E1234. In
turn, this lower limit increases the coefficient on the left side
of Eqn. (14) to a value of ∼35. This constraint effectively
eliminates nearly all viable solutions for the semi-major axis
of any putative circular binary. All this is in keeping with our
assertion that image E1234 is that of a single star.
Finally, we note that if the location of star E1234 in the
log g − Teff is as shown in Fig. 6, it is significantly evolved,
and would have a mass of . 1.3M and an age & 4.4 Gyr.
If we take E1213 and E1234 to be coeval, this sets the same
lower limit to the age of the two binaries in E1213.
13. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an unusual quintuple star system con-
sisting of 5 stars arranged as a hierarchical quadruple orbited
by a single star. The K2 data show that both binaries compris-
ing the quadruple are eclipsing (Fig. 3). We have measured
the spectroscopic orbits of 3 of the 4 stars in the two bina-
ries (Fig. 5). The 5-day binary is highly circular, while the
13-day binary is eccentric with eB ' 0.32 (Fig. 5 and Tables
4 and 5). The separation of the two binaries is resolved by
both Keck AO imaging and WIYN speckle interferometry at
90 mas (Fig. 9). The flux ratio of the two binaries was thereby
measured quite accurately at four different wavelengths with
the AO and speckle imaging (Table 7). By combining the
three measured mass functions with the flux ratio of binary
‘B’ to ‘A’, and utilizing stellar evolution models, we have
managed to extract reasonably accurate stellar parameters for
all four stars in the two binaries (Fig. 7).
We have shown that if the RV and/or high-resolution imag-
ing of this object are repeated 2-3 years from now, there is a
good chance that changes in the motion of binary ‘A’ with re-
spect to binary ‘B’ (i.e., within the binary ‘C’ system) will be
detected. Additionally, in regard to detecting motion within
the ‘C’ binary, we note that the eclipses of binary ‘A’ are deep
enough to easily follow from ground-based observations. If
the eclipses can be tracked with an accuracy of minutes, then
we should be able to detect significant eclipse timing vari-
ations within a few years. This is physically equivalent to
measuring γ˙AB via RV observations.
After analyzing and evaluating the quadruple system
E1213, we argued that the stellar image E1234 is itself a sin-
gle star (see Sect. 12), and is very likely bound to the quadru-
ple system (see Sect. 11).
This system is one of only a relative handful of known
quadruple or higher multiplicity stellar systems where the
radial velocities have been measured for both binaries, and
where, additionally, both binaries are eclipsing. It has a short
enough outer orbital period so that motion of that longer pe-
riod system can be detected within a few years.
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